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Abstract
Abstract
Applications requiring
requiring the
the handling oj
of uncertain
urzcertain data
have
have led to
to the
the development
developmerlt oj
of database
database management syssystems
terns extending
extending the
the scope oj
of relational databases
databases to ininclude
clude uncertain
uncertain (probabilistic)
(probabilistic) data as a native
izative data type.
type.
New
New automatic
automatic query
query optimizations
optirnizatiorzs having the ability to
estimate
estimate the
the cost oj
of execution
execution oj
of a given query plan, as
available
available in
in existing
existing databases.
databases, need to
to be developed.
developed. For
probabilistic
probabilistic data
data this
this involves
involves providing selectivity
selectivity estimaestimations
jor each attribute
tions that
that can
can handle mUltiple
multiple values
valuesfor
attribute and
also
also novel query
query types
types with
with threshold values.
~jalues. This
This paper
presents novel selectivity estimation
junctions for
jor uncerestiinatioiz functions
uncertain
junctions can be integrated
tain data
data and shows
shows how these
these functions
into
jor probainto PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL to
to achieve
achieve query
query optimization
optimization for
bilistic queries
queries over uncertain
uncertain data.
data. The
The proposed
bilistic
proposed methods
ods are
are able
able to
to handle
handle both
both attributeattribute- and tuple-uncertainty.
tuple-uncertainty.
Our
Our experimental
experimental results
results show that our algorithms
algorithms are efefestimates with
with low spaceficient and give good selectivity estimates
time
time overhead.
overhead.

Introduction
11 Introduction
Recently there has been a surge in interest in managing
[lo, 20, I,
l , 224,
4 , 25].
251.
probabilistic data in relational databases [10,20,
This interest is
is engendered
engendered by the needs of numerous apThis
plications including
including scientific
scientific data, data integration, sensor
plications
databases, data cleaning,
cleaning, text processing and location-based
databases,
services. The
The relational
relational database
database model has only limited
services.
support for
for uncertain data, limited to the use of NULL valsupport
ues. The
The nature of uncertainty in many of these applications
ues.
is such
such that it is
is necessary to
to store
store alternative values for tuis
ples, or
o r attributes
attributes and process probabilistic queries over this
ples,
data.
data.
Several models
models have been proposed for extending the
Several
scope of relational databases
databases to include uncertain (probascope
bilistic) data
data as
as a native data type.
type. These models define new
bilistic)
semantics for
for query
query processing over uncertain data. The resemantics
sults of these
these queries are
are typically probabilistic in nature.
sults

Since results with a low probability of
of occurrence are often
less interesting that higher probability answers, an important new class of
of threshold queries has been identified [7].
These queries return only those answers that have a probability exceeding a threshold probability. While this thresholding weeds out less relevant answers it also opens up possibilities for query optimization. There has been some reof threshold queries over
cent work on efficient processing of
uncertain data. This work has largely focussed on indexing
peliormance.
methods to improve query performance.
The long-term goal for several projects is the developnatively
ment of
of novel database management systems that natively
handle uncertain
unceriain data. An important step in this direction
direction
is the development of
of automatic query optimization as is
available in existing databases. Toward this end. an essenof executial ingredient is the ability to estimate the cost of
would
tion of
of a given query plan. For probabilistic data this would
involve providing selectivity estimates for probabilistic
probabilistic operators. Currently, there is no work on providing
providing such selectivity estimation functions for probabilistic
probabilistic data. With
the availability of
of these estimation functions it is possible
possible to
use existing query optimization techniques that are already
build into databases to handle the case of
of probabilistic
probabilistic data.
In this paper we address this problem and develop novel
selectivity estimation functions for uncertain data and show
how these functions can be integrated into PostgreSQL [26]
to achieve query optimization
optimization for probabilistic
probabilistic queries over
uncertain data. Selectivity estimation for uncertain data
needs to handle multiple values for each attribute and also
novel query types with threshold values. Furthermore,
Furthermore. an
important type of
of uncertainty transforms a single attribute
value to a continuous distribution - this is especially coml l ] . The existing cost estimation
estimation
mon in sensor databases [[11].
methods are therefore not applicable for this domain.
estimation
The goal of this paper is to handle selectivity estimation
of uncertainty that have been profor the two main types of
I , 101
posed in recent work: tuple wzcertain~.
uncertainty [[I,
10] and attribute
uncerfaii~ty[7]. In general, selectivity estimation can be
uncertainty
used for query processing in addition to its traditional role
in query optimization.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our selectivity estimation techniques, we have used an open-source database
management system for uncertain data called Orion [20].
We used Orion for our experiments because it is built into
[26]. Therefore, it is easy for us to leverage
PostgreSQL [26].
the implementation of Uncertain data and cost estimation
techniques for our work.
contributions of this paper are as follows:
The major contributions
• We have developed efficient algorithms for selectivity
estimation of probabilistic threshold queries over uncertain data.
• We implemented these algorithms in a real database
system and the experimental results show that our algorithms are efficient and provide a good estimates for
query selectivities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work done in this area. We formally
describe the uncertainty model and probabilistic queries in
Section 3. Our algorithms for selectivity estimation are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents an application
of selectivity estimation for nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor queries. We
present the experimental results in Section 6, and Section 7
concludes this paper.

2 Related Work
There is a rich vein of work on cost and selectivity estimation for traditional relational database management systems. Most approaches for selectivity estimation on prea1 [21,
[2 1, 221
cise data use histograms. Poosala et al
22] proposed
a taxonomy to capture all previously proposed histogram
approaches. These approaches are not applicable for uncertain data because both the queries and underlying data type
for uncertain data differ greatly from traditional data and
queries.
An important area of uncertain reasoning and modeling
deals with fuzzy sets [14,5]. Fuzzy databases is a well studied area and a lot of work has been done on query evaluation
and indexing [3,
[3, 4, 15,
15, 2].
21. In this paper, we do not assume
a fuzzy model for the data. Instead, the focus
focus is on probabilistic modeling of data uncertainty, as proposed in recent
work [1,
[I, 10,
10, 24, 7].
71. Due to the underlying difference in
the nature of the uncertainty in the probabilistic model, the
existing work on fuzzy databases is not applicable.
applicable.
There has been a great deal of work on the development of models for representing uncertainty in databases
[23].
[23]. Two main approaches for modeling uncertain data
have emerged in this field: Tuple uncertainty [10,
[lo, 1]
11 and Attribute uncertainty [7]. Similar models have been proposed
in moving-object environments [28,
[28, 12]
121 and in sensor networks [11].
[ I I]. Several systems that handle such uncertainty

in data have been recently proposed (Orion [20], Trio [27],
Mystiq [6], [24]).
[24]). This probabilistic modeling of data has
[I91 and XML
also been extended to semi-structured data [19]
[16].
[161.
Efficient evaluation of probabilistic range queries is discussed in [12,
nearest-neighbor
[ 12: 11,
1 1, 7, 10].
101. Probabilistic nearest-neighbor
queries are presented in [7].
[7]. An index called Probabilis[9] that can be used
tic Threshold Index was proposed in [9]
to efficiently execute some classes of probabilistic queries.
Ljosa et al
a1 [18]
[ I 81 discussed k-nearest neighbor queries for uncertain data.
To best of our knowledge, the issue of selectivity estimation for queries over probabilistic data has not been addressed before.

3

Uncertainty Model

In this section, we describe the uncertainty model considered in this paper, and the definition of comparison operators for uncertain data. There are two main models that
are used to represent probabilistic data. These are Attribute
uncertainty and Tuple uncertainty. We briefly discuss each
of these models below.
To model the uncertainty present in a data item, a data
scheme known as Attribute uncertainty model was proposed
in [7].
171. This scheme assumes that individual attributes, as
opposed to complete tuples, are uncertain. The attribute uncertainty model assumes that each data item can be represented by a range of possible values along with the distribution of values over this range. Formally, assume that each
tuple of interest consists of an uncertain attribute a.
a. If
If there
are more than one uncertain attributes within the same tuple, they are assumed to be independent of each other. The
domain of the uncertain attribute can be continuous (e.g.
(e.g.
probabilistic unreal-valued) or discrete (e.g. integer). The PI-obabilistic
certainty of a continuous attribute a consists of two components:
1.
I . Uncertainty Interval: The uncertainty
uncertain& interval of an
U,,,
interval [1,,:7;]
item a,
,
a, denoted by U
is
an
[1 0 : T a ] where
a
I-,.
2 laI , and a EE U
U,.
1l,;r,
E 8:
~: To
?:
Ra
a. The range of R,
0 : To E
r, -1
- 1,0. ,
of a is defined as R,
R a == To

2. Uncertainty pdf:
a, denoted
pdf: The uncertainty pdf
pdf of a,
by ,f,
( 2 ) is a yrobabiliv
(pdf) of
fa (x)
probability distributiorz
distribution function
function (pdt)
f ,( 2 )=
U,.a .
a where ,fa(x)
= 0 if zx $tJ- U
In addition to the pdf
(rc),we can also define a cumucurnupdf ,fa
fa(x),
Iative distribution function
(cdf) F,(rc),
lative
function (cdt)
Fa(x), which is defined as
T
.
Fa
(rc) == ,CCXJ ju
(z)drc. Note that, similar to the continFa(x)
fa (x)dx.
uous case, we can also define the pdf
pdf and cdf functions in
case of a discrete attribute by replacing the integral with a
sum in the above definitions.

J''loo

The
The tuple uncertainty model [17,
[17, I,
1, 10,
10, 13]
131 assumes that
the
the complete tuple is
is uncertain. In a sense this model assumes
sumes that a joint probability distribution exists for all the
attributes
attributes in
in a tuple (and hence all attributes are correlated).
A probability value is
is attached to each tuple which represents
resents the
the probability of that tuple being present in the
database. In addition,
addition, multiple tuples can be grouped together to
to form
form an x-tuple [1].
[I]. The tuples present inside a
x-tuple are
called
alternatives
and they represent mutually
are
exclusive
values
for
the
tuple.
exclusive
for
tuple.
The
The goal of this paper is
is to propose estimation solutions
that are
applicable
to
both
models of uncertainty: attribute
are applicable to
and
and tuple. For our purposes, we are interested in a single
attribute
attribute at
at a time, a (real-valued or integer), for which we
are
estimating
are estimating the
the selectivity.
selectivity. Thus, we can ignore the intratuple dependencies for
for this purpose. We assume that the
uncertainty
in
the
data
can be captured in terms of attribute
uncertainty in
uncertainty.
In
other
words,
for
uncertainty.
for the attribute in question,
question, we
are
are able
able to
to generate
generate a pdf (fa)
( fa) and cdf (Fa)
(Fa) for each tuple of
the
the relation. This
This is
is directly available from the attribute uncertainty model.
model. For the case of tuple uncertainty, there are
two
two cases
cases to
to consider. The
The first is if there are no x-tuples.
In
this
case,
each
tuple
has a probability value associated
In this case,
with it and
is
independent
of any other tuple. For this case,
and is
the
pdf
for
each
tuple
is
simply
the
for
is simply the single attribute value
along
with
the
associated
tuple probability. In the second
along with the
case,
case, the
the x-tuple
x-tuple itself provides multiple alternatives for the
given attribute along
along with associated probabilities. These
are collapsed into
into a single
single attribute uncertainty (discrete)
are
pdf.
pdf.

3.1
3.1

Uncertainty Comparison Operators
Operators
and Probabilistic Threshold Queries

operators are
are defined in [8]
[8] for comparA number of operators
ing uncertain values with both uncertain and certain (preing
cise) values. This
This paper focuses
focuses on selection queries that
cise)
an uncertain value with precise values. For these
compare an
queries, we present the definitions for comparing uncertain
queries,
with certain data. Operators
Operators between an uncertain value a
with
and a certain value v EE R
!I?
and
can be defined as:

the definition of
of equality [8]. We note that we can use the
exact definition (without c) for defining equality for a discrete distribution, but in order to make things simpler we
use the same definition for both cases. This enables us to
treat both discrete and continuous data in a similar fashion.
In case an exact equality is required the user can always
select a small enough c to make sure that the approximate
equality (=,)
(=c) becomes exact equality for discrete distributions.
The set of queries that we consider in the paper are called
Probabilistic Threslzold
Threshold Queries and were proposed
proposed in [9].
These queries are a variant .of probabilistic
probabilistic queries where
only answers with probability values over are certain threshold Tr are returned. With this concept, all the operators discussed above can be changed into boolean
boolean predicates by
adding a probability threshold to them.

4

Selectivity Estimation

In this section we describe various techniques that can be
probabilistic
used for estimating the selectivity for a given probabilistic
threshold operator.

4.1

Selectivity Estimation for Unbounded
Range Queries

This approach is based on mapping the uncertain attribute values to a 2-D histogram and estimating the query
result size by executing a 2-D box query on the histogram.
To understand the approach, let us consider an unbounded range query Q given by a <,
<T xo,
Xo, where T is the
predicate. This query reprobability threshold for the > predicate.
r ( a < xo) > T. In
turns all uncertain items a such that PPr(a
x ) , we get
terms of the cumulative distribution function FFaa ((x),
the following condition:

Pr(a < xo) >

T ¢}

r:

fa(x)dx >

T ¢}

Fa(xo) >

T

(I)

Pr(a < v)

functions.
This follows from the definition of
of pdf
pdf and cdf
cdffunctions.
Let us consider a 2-D graph where we plot the cdf
cdf func(x) for each uncertain item a. Figure 1 shows an exv+c
tion Fa
Fa (x)
fa(x)dx = Fa(v + c) - Fa (v - c)
ample of this graph. The cdfs for three data
d.ata items
it.ems a, b,
b: and
( z : rT)) given in
v-c
c are shown. The range query Q
Q(x,
In Equation
EquatIOn 1I
1 - P(a =c v) = 1 - Fa(v + c) + Fa (v - c)can be translated into a (unbounded) box query x < zo
Xo and
y
>
r
over
this
2-D
plot
(The
shaded
region
in
Figure
fa (x )dx = Fa (v)
Y T over this 2- D plot (The shaded region in Figure I).
I).

Pr(a > v)

1 - F a ( v)

1
Pr(a

-I-c v)

[V

oo

The probability that a continuous
continuous random variable is exThe
equal to
to a precise value is O.
0. In order to circumvent
actly equal
this problem a parameter called resolution is used to relax
this

can

t e m whose cdf
function FFa(x)
a ( x ) lies in
Theorem 1. All
All the iitems
cdjjunction
the result of
query Q.
the box defined by query
query' Q are part
part of
ojthe
ojquery
Q.
is, Va,
Va, where the cdffunctioir
That is,
CdjjUl1ctioll F
Fa, lies in the box defined
defined
r ( a < zxo)
o ) > rT
Q, we have P
Pr(a
by query Q,
ProoJ:
Proof We observe that for any cdf
cdf F,
Fa that lies in the box
(x) > rT for some x < xo.
of query Q, we have Fa
Fa(x)
Xo. As Fa
Fa

Probability
Probability

Symbol

ffaa

Fa
la, T a

Ra
Ui

I, T

Xo
xo
Attribute
Attribute Value
H

Meaning
Probability distribution function (pdf) of uncertain item a
Cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a
Left and right bounds of a's interval.
a , Ra
- 1,
Range of a,
R a == Tr a, -la
All the uncertain data items (0 ::; ii ::;
5 m)
m)
Leftmost and rightmost limits of all the uncertain intervals
Range of input data, R =
= Tr -- I1
Width of histogram bucket along x and y
(probability) axis
Histogram structure for cost estimation

<

Figure
Figure 1. Example
Example plot showing
showing the CDFs
CDFs for
three uncertain
uncertain items
items a,b and
and c. The query
is given
given by Uu <T
<, x. Items a and
and b satisfy
Q is
this query as they intersect
intersect the shaded query
region.
region.

Table 1. Notations
Notations
Probability

is a monotonically increasing function, we can deduce that
F,(xo)
a ( x ) > T.
7 . Using I,
1, P
( a < xo)
7.
Fa(xo) > F
Fa(x)
P(a
xo) > T.
0

Now we state the following
following theorem without proof:
a.

..

Theorem
plot lines that lie in
Theorem 2. The
The total number
izuinber of
of cdf
cdf plot
the query box Q is equal to the number
izumber of
of lines
liizes crossing
(intersecting) the vertical line-segment given by i!e : x =
(intersecting)
Xo, T
xo,
7 < Y
y ::;
5 1,
1, whichfurthermore
whichfurthermore is equal to the number of
of
(intersecting) the horizontal ray y == T,
7 ,x
lines crossing (intersecting)
X <
Xo·
xo.

The proof
proof of this theorem follows
follows from basic geometry
F.
and the monotonically increasing nature of cdf F.
Now finding all the items whose cdf function lies in the
box defined by query a Q is equivalent to finding the total
number of intersections of cdf lines with the vertical line!. To efficiently calculate this number we need to
segment i!.
develop an approximation of the above technique. For this
purpose, we define a 2-D
2 - 0 grid of histogram over the plot
ui,0 ::; ii < m as all the uncertain data items,
region. Given Ui,
we define
= min (lui)
(l,,) ,,T
r=
= max (T
(r,,)
I1 =
uJ

<
,
Z

,
Z

[l,, , T
r,,L]
ui. The plot
where [lUi'
u ,] is the uncertainty interval of Ui.
(probability) direction
region is bounded by 0 and I1 in the y (probability)
and I,
1, Tr in the x direction. The range R of the histogram
= Tr -- I.
1. The width of the histogram is
is defined as R =
b, and op
b, which represent the size
given by the parameters Ox
(probability) axis respectively.
of histogram along x and y (probability)
( x ,y) covers the area given by the
A histogram bucket H
H(x,
box (x,
( x ,y, x
b,, y + op).
6,). The notations used are summax + Ox,
I.
rized in Table I.

+

+

x x + Ox
Attribute Value
Figure 2. Plot showing
showing the case when an
Figure
item's
cdf
crosses
more than one histogram
histogram
item's
crosses more
bar in
in a vertical
vertical window due to its
its large
large slope.

Definition 1.
1. The
The height of
of a histogram
lzistograin bucket H ((x,
x ,y) is
Definition
the total number of
of cdf
cdf lines of
of uncertain items intersecting
( x ,y, x + Ox,
b,, y + op).
6,).
the box (x,

+

+

With this definition, we can now informally define the
algorithm for calculating an approximation (upper-bound)
selectivity. Using Theorem 2 we can see that
of operator selectivity.
the sum of individual histograms that cover the vertical linesegment i![ gives a good approximation of the upper-bound
size. The error in this approximation can
of the result set size.
be reduced by reducing the size of the histogram segments
b, and Op).
6,). This extra accuracy comes at the
(controlled by Ox
cost of increased space overhead for storing the histogram
structure.
structure.
lar_ge slope,
slope: it
As seen in Figure 2, if a cdf line has a large
_given vercan contribute to more than one histogram in a given
i-etical window. This will result in over-estimation of the result size because the same cdf line will be counted multiple
times. To prevent this, we propose a simple fix:
fix: If
If a cdf line

intersects multiple (contiguous)
(contiguous) histograms in a given vertical window, we only count its contribution in the topmost
histogram. With this slight change, we will avoid counting the same line multiple times and obtain a tighter upper
bound. Note that by adding the contribution of a given cdf
line to the topmost histogram, we are guaranteed that there
false negatives. The algorithm for constructing
will be no false
this 2-D histogram is presented in Figure 3.
The algorithm presented in Figure 3 takes as input the
uncertain data items from an attribute and the parameters
66,x and 66,p defining the width of each histogram inside the
structure H.
H. In addition to these values, it also takes the I1
and r values (defined earlier) which represent the spread of
input data values. Depending on the attribute domain, these
parameters can be provided by the user or the system can
I , we just
select them by random sampling. In step I,
just add the
contribution of cdf line of each uncertain item to the respective bucket in the histogram. For a given uncertain item a,
a,
1,
we start counting its contribution from its lower bound la
and stop when we hit the upper-most bucket in y-direction
(step l(ii».
I(ii)). This small optimization saves a lot of computations as this step is repeated for all the input uncertain data
items. Note that, for the correctness of our algorithm we do
need to add the contributions to all the successive top buckets for item a.
a. We take care of this correction in step 2 with
just one pass over the whole histogram.
Input

<

0 :s; ii < m
m : All the uncertain data items
6, :: Width of histogram along x and yaxis
y axis
lib,,x , lip
l,1, Tr :: The left and right bounds for the histogram
Output
H
H:: The histogram structure for the input data
0. Initialize
initialize H with all bucket heights = 0
O.
1. for a == Uo,
U O ,Ul
U I ...
...,, Urn-l
urn-1do
1.
(i)let
= l(la
L(1. -- l)/lixJ;
l ) / b , ] ; pp = 0
(i)
let x =
(ii) while p < (I-lip)
( 1 - 6,)
(ii)whilep
(a) P
p =
Fa(l + (x
I)li x )
= Fa(l
( x + l)b,)
(b) H (x,
p J)++
( x , lP/8
LPIbPI
)++
(c) x++
x++
2. for x == 0,
0 , 1I,, ...
. . . , lR/8
LR/6,]
2.
xJ
pJ)
(i)
H(x,
H(x
(9H
( x , ll/lipJ)
LlIbPI) +=
+= H
( x -- I,
1, 11/8
LllbPl)
3 . return
return H
3.
ui, 0
Ui,

+ +

Figure 3. Algorithm
generating the
Figure
Algorithm for generating
histogram structure
structure for unbounded
unbounded range
range
histogram
queries

H, we can easily give
Given this histogram structure H,
an approximation for query result size. Figure 4 shows
the algorithm for finding the selectivity estimate for query
Q ( x :7) == a <T
<, x.
Q(X,T)
x.
We note that the above discussion applies to a <T
<, x

Input

xo7
T :: Parameters of a query Q
Xo, T
H :: Histogram structure
m :: Total number of uncertain items
m
8
6,,x ,86,p :: Width of histogram along x and yaxis
y axis
I, r : The left and right bounds for the histogram
Output
An estimate (upper-bound) of query selectivity
1. if xo
< l1 return
return 0
l.
Xo <
2. if xo
r return
return 1
2.
Xo > T
L(XO -- l)/8
l)/b,]
3. x == l(xo
xJ
4. let S == 0
5. for p =
= IT
L-r/bp]
, . . . , ll/8
Ll/bp]
/8p J,...
pJ
(i) S == S + H
H(x,p)
(z,p)
6. return (S/m)
(Slm)
6.

+

Figure
Algorithm for estimating
Figure 4. Algorithm
estimating query selectivity
lectivity for unbounded
unbounded range
range queries
queries

queries only. For unbounded range queries of the form Q :
>, xx,, we have the following
following result
a >T

a >T x<=> PT(a > x) >

T

<=> Fa(x) < 1 -

T

(2)

Using Equation 2 we can see that if an uncertain item a
does not
/lot satisfy the query a <1-T
<I-,
x (i.e.
(i.e. Fa(x)
F,(x) :;
$ 11 -r ) then it will satisfy the query a >T
>, x. The algorithms
T)
presented in Figures 3 and 4 can therefore be used for >T
>,
of > can
queries with slight modifications. The selectivity of>
be calculated by calculating the selectivity of < and using
>, is I1 -- selectivity for <1-T'
<I-,.
the fact that selectivity for >T
Theorem 3. The
presented in
The time
rime complexity
colnplexity of
of algorithm
algoritlzm yresel~ted
Figure 5 is:

2.=

m-I (

i=O

R Ui ) +0
6x

(R)

6x

Proof:
(1) in which we go
Proof The first terms comes from step (I)
through each item once for each uncertain item. Finally we
add up all the conttibutions
contributions in the top histogram buckets in
step (3) which gives us the second term in the above expression.
[J
1
7

4.2

Selectivity Estimation for General
Range Queries using Histograms

As discussed earlier, a general range query Q is ex2) >
> T.
r. This query returns
pressed as Pr(xI
Pr(x1 < a < 2X2)
all tuples such that:
Pr(xI

<a<

X2)

>T

<=>

.l~2 fa (x)dx > T

<=>

Fa(.T2) - Fa(xI) > T

The previous section on unbounded range queries is a
special case of the general range query where xl
Xl == --m
00 (or
l)
1 ) or 2X22 =
= 00
CQ (or 1').
r).
We can extend the earlier solution to general range
queries by adding another dimension to the histogram. In
addition to the x-axis and y-axis representing 2X22 (end-point
of the range query) and the probability threshold TT respecXl (or the
tively, we will now have a z-axis representing xl
beginning of range query).
The theoretical discussion of this selectivity estimation
solution is similar to the unbounded case. In place of a 2-D
curve, we will now have a 3-D curve for each uncertain item
which is given by the function:
function:
Definition 2.

I:'

(x~,x~
G a, (Xl,X2)
=) =
t

iXI

2

ffaa (x)dx
( x ) d x== FFaa(x2)
( x ~-) -Fa(xd
Fa(xl)

The range query Q will now translate to a box query
=X
X2, y > TT and z =
Xl.I . We can now state
given by x < 22,
the following theorem for the 3-D curve:

Theorem 4. Each item
iternfor
G , ( x l:xX2)
2 ) intersects the
Theorem
for which Ga(Xl'
box de$ned
defined by query Q is part
part ofthe
of the result ofquery
of query Q.
Q. That
is,
Va, where the function G a, intersects the box de$ned
defined by
is, Qa,
Q, we have Pr(x1
<a <
2 ) > TT
query Q,
P1'(xI <
< 2X2)
Proof We observe that for any cdf Fa
Fa that lies in the box
Proof.
Q , we have Ga(Xl,X)
Ga(xl,x) >
> Tr for some x <
< 2X2.
2.
of query Q,
( x l ,x2) > Ga(XI,X)
G,(xl, x ) > T.
T . Using
This gives us that G aa(XI,X2)
P(XI
X2) > T.
D
( x l < a < x2)
T.
Definition 2, we have P
Similar to Theorem 2, we can prove that we can count
the total number of items in the result set by counting the
total number of intersections of function G a, with the liney ~ 1 in the z == xl
X2, TT < Y
Xl plane. The
segment x == 22,
definition and construction of 3-D histogram is similar to
the 2-D counterpart and is presented in Figure 5. The algorithm for estimating the answer size for a given query
Q(Xl'
Q ( x l ,xX2,2 T)
, ~ is) presented in Figure 6.
We can apply an optimization similar to the algorithm in
Figure 3 by modifying only the local histogram area which
is affected by an uncertain item and then propagating the
effects globally by adding a post-processsing step. This optimization helps in bringing down the running time of the
significantly. To achieve this goal we keep three
algorithm significantly.
temporary histogram tabIes
tables H xz , H
Hzz and H zxz, along with the
main histogram structure H.
H . For an unceitain
a, Step
uncel1ain item a,
I1 adds the contribution of the item to the main histogram
H,
H , along with adding the contributions that are to be propagated globally to the temporary histograms. Hz
Hz and H,
Hx
= la
1,
stores the contribution to the bins corresponding to z =
and x == 1'I-,a respectively, while H xz
z , stores the contribution
l1,and x =
= l'
r,.a' It is easy to
to the bin corresponding to z =
= la
see that the local contribution of the item a to Hz needs to

<

1, 5
, and z < 1,la
be propagated to the plane
pi ane given by la
~ x < r
l' a
r ( z < a < xx)) == Pr(1,
as for these values P
P1'(z
P1'(La < a < xx))
(Step 3a). Similarly, H
Hzz needs to be propagated globally
to the plane la
1, < z ~ l'r a, and x > rl'a, as for this plane
P
r ( z < a < xx)) == P
r ( z < a < 1'r,)
P1'(z
P1'(z
a) (Step 3b). In a similar
z , is propagated to z < 1,La and x > 1'r a, (Step 4
fashion, H xz
and 5). Finally, we add all the temporary histograms to the
main histogram to get the final histogram structure (Step 6).
6).

<

Input

ui, 0 5
172 :: All the uncertain items
Ui,
~ ii < 1n
6,, op
6, :: Width of histogram along x,z and y axis
Ox,
1, r : The left and right bounds for the histogram
I,
Output
Output
H
H:: The histogram structure for the input data
0. Initialize H
z , Hz,
=0
O.
H,, H xz , H
Hz,
H xz with all bucket heights =
I . for a =
u o ,UI
u l ...
. . . ,urn-1
I.
= Un,
,Um-l do
(i)
= l(la
Xma .T =
( 9 let XXmin
min =
[(la -l)/O.Tj,
- 1)/6zJ , .ma,
= l(1'
[(.a a -l)/oxj
- 1)/6,J
x,,max do
(ii) for z == xmi,,.
Xmin, . . ,,X
for x == 2,.
Z, . . ;xnLaz
,X max do
(a) P
p == GaU
zOx, l1 + (x
G a ( l+ z6,,
( x + l)ox)
(b) if (z
=
Xmin)
1\
(x
=
x ma .T)
( 2 = xmin) A ( 5 = xrna,)
Hxz(x,
lp/opj
,z)++
H,z(x, Lpl6,J ,z)++
( z == xmi,,)
(c) else if (z
Xmin)
Hz(x,
lp/opj
z)++
J
H z ( x ,L P I ~ ~,,z)++
(x=
= x,,,)
(d) else if (x
X maX )
Hx(x, 1lp/bpj
H,(T
~ / 6 p l,,z)++
z)++
(e) else
H(x,
z)++
H
( x : lp/opj
LP/6,1 ,; z)++
2. let x,X,max =
= lLR/6,j
R/ oxJ
0 , ...
. . . ,, ll/opj
[1/6,J
3. for p =
= 0,
(a) for x == 0,
Xmax
0 , ...
. . . ,, x,,,,
X,max -- 2,
for z == x,X,max -- 1,
1, x,
2 , ...
. . . ,,00
+= H
Z ( x , p z, + 1)
1)
H
z ( x , p ,zz)) +=
Hz(x,p,
Hz(x,p,
= 0,
0 , ...
. . . ,X
,x,,,,max
(b) for z =
for x =
1 , 2 ;...
. . . ,, xmaz
= 1,2,
X max
H,(x,p,z)+
l , p , z)
z)
H.T(.T,p, z)+ == H,(x
Hx(x -- 1,p,
4.
0 , ...
. . . ,: x,,,,
4. for x == 0,
X max
for
- ,1,~ X-max
f 0 ~z ~== X~max
m(~
~ , X- m2,a ...
z -, 20 , . . . , 0
Hxz(x,
Hxz(x, ll/opj,z
H
z z ( x : ll/opj,z)
L1/6pJ;2 ) +=
+= Hrcz(x;
11/6p] 2 + 1)
1)
0 , ...
. . . ,X
, x,,,,max
5. for z =
= 0,
1;2 , ...
. . . ,x
x,,,,max
for xX =
= 1,2,
Hxz(x, L1/6,J
ll/opj, zz)) +=
Hxz(x -- 1,
+= HZL(X
1, ll/opj,
L1/6,J: 2z))
H,z(x,
6. for all xx,, zz,p
,p
6.
H(x,
Hz(x,p,
Hx(x,p,
Hxz(x,p,
z)
H
( x , zz,p)
, p ) += H
Z ( x P,
, 2z)) + H
z ( x , p ,2z)) + H
X Z ( xP;, ,-)
7. return H
7.

+

;

1

+
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The time complexity ofalgorithm
of algoritl~r~z
presented
Theorem 5. The
presented in

Input
Input
Xl,
X2, T
Q
X
I , x2,
T :: Parameters of a query Q
H
H : Histogram structure
m
rn :: Total number of uncertain items
ox,Op
b,, 6, : Width of histogram bucket along zx,z
, z and y axis
I, r : The left and right bounds for the histogram
Output
Output
An estimate (upper-bound) of query selectivity
l . iiff Xl
x l < lI xXll = lI
1.
i f z2
=r
2. if
X2 > r x2
X2 =
= l(X2
L(x2 -1)/oxJ,z
- l)/b,j, z =
( x l -1)/oxJ
- l)/b,j
3. let xX =
= ll(XI
4.
S == 0
4. let 3
5 . forp
forp =
= lr/opJ,
Lr/b,j, ...
. . . , ll/OpJ
Ll/bpj
5.
S=
( x , p ,z)
z)
(i) 3
= 3S + H
H(x,p,
(Slm)
6. return (3/m)

+

Figure
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Figure 5 is:
is:

Proof By counting number of loops. All the steps in FigProof.
ure 5, except for Step 1, touch the cells only constant number of times. Number of loops in Step 1I gives the first sumsummation.
D

4.2.1
4.2.1 Selectivity Estimation for Equality and Inequality Operators
We now discuss the selectivity estimation for =
, and -=Ie
#,
=e
operators. Recall that:

a=e,TV

¢}
¢}
¢}

P(a=ev»r
Fa (V + c) - Fa (V - c) > r
P(v-c<a<v+c»r

Therefore, an equality query boils down to a simple
#, is I1 range query. The selectivity estimate of -=Ie
- the selectivity estimate for =
=e
, operator. Hence, we can use the
techniques discussed in the previous section for estimating
=, and #,
also.
selectivity for =e
-=Ie operators also.

4.3

Selectivity Estimation for
Range Queries using Slabs

General

In Section 4.2 we discussed how the histogram construction technique can be extended to general range queries.

very good, the
While the accuracy of such an estimate is vely
initial construction time and space trade-off is quadratic in
terms of the range of the input data (R).
(R). In this section,
we present another technique which has in general a lower
accuracy than the previous technique but has a better spacetime complexity.
complexity.
In this algorithm, we partition the whole range of input
data into slabs. Similar to histograms, the length of a slab
6,. Each slab stores
is controlled by the input parameter ox.
estimates of query selectivity for different values of p. A
I ,2X22 stores the selectivity of a
slab with end-points at xX == XXl,
quely Q(XI'
Q ( x l , xX2,
2 , r)
r ) for different values of T.
7.
bounded range query
(estimates) along the
Once again, the number of divisions (estimates)
probability axis is controlled by op.
6,. Note that, for a query
just add the contributhat spans multiple slabs, we cannot just
tions of individual slab. To solve this problem, we have a
hierarchy of slabs. The size of slab at the bottom-most level
6, but as we go up the hierarchy
of this hierarchy is exactly Ox
the size increases exponentially until we reach the top-most
slab, which encompasses the whole input region. At each
level of the hierarchy there are two]
two' sets of slabs, one starting at the midpoint of the other, so that we can get better
estimates. We call these slabs A and B respectively.
Formally, we have log(R/o
log(Rl6,)
x ) hierarchical levels, with
each hierarchical level having two sets of slabs A(i,
A( i, jj,, pp))
and B ( i , j , p ) where
j 5 IIog2(R/o
[log2(R/6,)l.
andB(i,j,p)
wherej:S:
x )l

A(i,j,p)
Definition 3. The
The slabs A
( i , j ; p ) and B(i,j,p)
B ( i ,j , p ) cover the
regions R1
+ 2ji6,,
1 + 23(i
1)6,] and
aizd R2
+
R I == [I +
2j iO x , 1+
2j (i + 1)0,r]
R 2 == [l
[I +
2jj (i
(i +
+ 1/2)ox,
1/2)b,, 1I +
+ 2jj (i( i ++ 3/2)O.x]
3/2)6,] respectivelj~.
respectively. The height
of
A(i,j,p)
of the slab A
( i , j , p ) (or
(or B(i,j,p))
B ( i ,j ? p ) ) is given by the number
of
uncertain items satishiizg
(or R 22 ))
R I (or
afuncertain
satisfying the bounded query R1
probability between
pOp and (p
)op.
with probability
betweeiz pbp
( p + 1l)6,.

As mentioned earlier, each of these slabs stores the query
r. Thus,
answers for different values of query threshold r.
j ) or B(i,j)
B ( i , j ) is an aaITay
l ~ a yof Ll/bPj
A(i,j)
l1/0p J values. The
every A(i,
7. In Step 1,
1,
construction algorithm is presented in Figure 7.
for each item, we find out the slabs that are affected by the
item and add contribution of the item to the conesponding
con-esponding
slabs.
Once we have this slab structure, we can get estimates by
finding slabs that contains (over-estimate) and is contained
(under-estimate)
(under-estimate) in the query region. With these estimates,
we interpolate the estimates based on the the interval size
to get the final
final estimate. The algorithm for finding the estimate is presented in Figure 8.
8. In the algorithm, Step 1
picks j which conesponds
to
the
slab size just
just smaller than
corresponds
the query. We have two additional functions pickLB and
retUll1S
pickUB, which given the query limits and a level jj,, retulns
the slab that is contained inside and contains the query respectively. If
If these functions can not find any such slab at
spectively.
I In general, we can have more than two sets of slabs for each level of
hierarchy which will further increase the accuracy of this technique.

Input
ui, 0 5 ii < m : All the uncertain items
Ui,O:::::
6,, 6, : Parameters controlling width of divisions
Ox,Op
I,1, r :: The left and right bounds for the input region
Output
The slab structure for the input data
0. Initialize A and B with all buckets heights =
=0
O.
1. for a =
= Uo,
UO; UI,'
~ 1 ,..
. .. ,Um-l
,urn-1 do
for jj =
= 0,1
0 , l ....
. . ,, pog2(R/6,)1
IIogz(R/O x )l do
(i) for
j O )J,
= l(la
L(lo -1)/(2
- 1)/(2'6,)
Xmin =
(a) let xmin
x J
j
Xmax == l(r
ox )J
xma.x
L(raa -1)/(2
- 1)/(2'62)]
for x =
= xmin
. . . xma,
(b) for
Xmin ...
Xmax do
j O ,11 + (x+
j O ),
(A) letp =
= Ga(l
G a ( l +x2
x2j6,,
( x 1)2
1)2'6,),
(A)letp
x
x
(B) 4
A(x,j,
x 1 j, lp/Opj)++
lPl6PJ)++
(c) letxmin
let xmin =
= l(la
L(la -- (I
(1 + 2j-IOx))/(2jOx)j,
2j-16x))/(2j6x)J,
xXmax
ma=
~ l(r
=
[ ( ~a a-- (I
(1 + 2j-Iox))/(2j6x)j
2'-'6x))/(2'6x)]
for x =
= xmin
. . .xm,,
(d) for
Xmin ...
Xmax do
= Ga(l
G a ( l + 2jj (x
( x + 1/2)Ox,
1/2)6,, 1 + 2jj (x
( x + 3/2)6:,,)
3/2)6,)
(A) p =
(B) B
B(x,j,
lp/Opj)++
( x , j, LP/~,J )++
2. return
return A
,B
2.
A,B

.

+

+

+

+ +

+

+

+

+

Figure
Algorithm for generating
Figure 7. Algorithm
generating the slab
structure for general
general range
range queries
queries

lull. For j < 0,
0, these functions
functions
the level jj they return null.
0.
simply return a slab with size 0 and all estimates set to O.
In the case, these functions find more than one slab which
satisfy the conditions of UB (LB) they return the one with
minimum (maximum) estimate. This is done in order to get
a tighter bound on the final estimate. The details of these
functions are omitted due to space considerations. Steps 2
and 3 find the slabs and return them. Once we have a slab
T L Bthat bounds the answer from below and a slab TUB
TUB
TLB
answe?ftom above, we find the selectivity
that bounds the answetftom
T L Band Tu
TUB
estimates of TLB
B in Step 6 and then finally in Step
7 we linearly interpolate the estimates based on the size of
query and size of the two intervals returned. This gives us
an estimate of the query result size.

Lemma 1. For any
ally query Q,
Q, the difference
dzrerer7ce between the levlevels, froin
~ Tu
TUB
up, is at most 2.
els,
from which T LBL and
B are picked
picked up,
Thus, the space covered by TUB
TUBis at most 4 times
times that of
of
Thus,

TLB.
TLBProof:
follows from the cases of Figure 8. It remains to
Proof It follows
show that the else cases in Step 2(b) and Step 3(a),(b) are
always successful in finding a slab.
slab. Note that the size of
the slab at level j is less than the query interval. So a slab
at level jj could fit in the query. If
If this happens with the A
slab being contained, then there is a slab at level j + 2 that
surely contains the query. This is because, A slab at level
jj + 11 contains at least one end-point of the query, and hence

+

+

Input

Xl,I ,2Xz,
X
2, T
r : Parameters of a query Q
A
A,, B
B : Slab structure
m
m :: Total number of uncertain items
66,,x , 66,p :: Parameters controlling width of divisions
1, r : The left and right bounds for the histogram
I,
Output
An estimate of the query selectivity
1. letj
let j =
= llogz((xz
Llog2((x2-- x1)/6,)]
xd/Ox)j
) ) exists
2. if (T = pickLB(xl
pickLB(XI', x2,
XZ, jj))
(a)TLB=T
(a) TLB= T
if (T =
= pickUB(xl,
2 , j + 1))
1)) exists
(b) if(T
pickUB(XI, 2xz,j
TUB
=
T
TUB =T
else
TUB= pickUB(x1, x2, j 2)
3. else
(a) T L B=pickLB(XI,XZ,j
= pickLB(xl, 22, j -1)
- 1)
(a)nB
TUB=
= pickLTB(xl,x2,
1)
(b) TUB
pickUB(XI, xz, jj + 1)
Smin=
= Smax
Sm,,=
= 0,
0, t ll =
= length of TLB,
TLB,
4. let Smin
t2 =
= length of Tu
TUB
tz
B
5. forp
for p =
= L7/6,J,..
L1/6,Jp j
5.
IT/Opj, .... :, ll/6
(a) Smin
+=
nB(p),
S m i n += TLB (P)3 Smax
S m a x +=
+= T
TUB
(P)
u B(P)
6. S
S = Smin
6.
+
(Smax
Smin)
X
(xz
Smin
(Smoz- Smin) x (52 -- Xl
51 -- td/(tz
t l ) / ( t 2 -- td
tl)
7. return
return (S/m)
(Slm)
7.

+

+

+

+

Figure
Figure 8. Algorithm for estimating
estimating query
selectivity
selectivity using
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range
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+
+
+

at level jj + 2, since A slab and B
B slab extend this A slab
at level jj + 11 in different directions, at least one of A slab
at level j + 2 or B
B slab at level jj + 2 will cover the whole
If at level j, the query covers B
interval. If
B slab, then it cuts
two consecutive A slabs at level jj and hence it is covered in
1. If
If the query does not
either A slab or B
B slab at level jj + 1.
cover any slab at level jj,, then it again cuts two consecutive
A slabs at level jj.. This means it is covered by a slab at level
j+1.
j + 1. Also, it cuts at least one of these A slabs by more than
half at the level j. Thus, there is an A slab at level jj -- 11
0
which is contained in the query.

+

+

Theorem
presented in
Theorem 6. The
The time complexity
conzplexity ofalgorithm
of algorithm presented
is:
Figure 77 is:

Proof The above result directly follows from the following
Proof:
1.
expression which is the total cost of Step I.
m-I1og(R/b,,)

L L
i=O

j=O

I2~u; l
6x

D

Similarly, we can also show that the total space overhead
(R/6,).
is 00 (R/
f>x). Both these results are intuitive if we observe
that the total cost/space
costlspace is asymptotically bounded by number of slabs at the bottom-most
bottom-most level as the number of slabs
at higher levels decrease exponentially.

5 Nearest Neighbor Queries
Traditionally, selectivity estimation techniques have
been useful for query optimization purpose. Here, we show
an example where selectivity estimation can also benefit in
indexing and retrieval problems. We consider the k-nearest
neighbor (kNN) problem for uncertainty. Not much work
has been done on kNN for uncertain data, except for a very
a1 [18].
[18]. There are many different
recent work by Ljosa et al
definitions and formulations of nearest neighbors when it
comes to uncel1ain
uncertain data. We consider here a slightly differconsidel-ed by Ljosa et al
a1 and show
ent variant than the one considered
how our selectivity estimation technique can help us design
an efficient index for this variant of kNN query.
Let S
S be the set of tuples with uncertain attribute u. Let
query Q consist of a point x, a threshold t, and a number
k. Then, for an attribute u, its t-distance from x is the value
1-, such that P
r ( x -- 1'"
r, ::;
5U
u ::;
5 x + 1',,)
r,) =
= t. Then, the
1'"
P1'(X
S , is the tuple for which 1'"
r, is minnearest neighbor of x in S,
imum over all values in S.
S . The k-th nearest neighbor of x
r,. The value 1'"
r, of the kis the tuple with k-th minimum 1'".
calIed kNN radius 1'(X,
r ( x , t,
t , k) for
th nearest neighbor is also caned
(x, t,
t , k) when
the point x with threshold t. The query Q == (x,
Q ( S ) of k tuples which are
applied over S returns the set Q(S)
nearest neighbors.
Note that if we know the value l'1- == 1'(X,
r ( x , t,
t , k) beforeQ ( S ) can be obtained by probabilistic
hand then such a set Q(S)
(FTRQ) OX
([x -- 1',X
threshold range query (PTRQ)
1-, x + 1'],t).
r ] , t). If
If we
do not we could end-up in the case where we would need
to examine a lot more candidates in order to make sure of
which are the nearest k candidates. Note that the bruteforce approach could possibly examine all the tuples. Thus,
finding such an l'r is critical.
With our estimation techniques, we can easily and
r. Note that for two valquickly estimate such a radius 1'.
rl < 1'2,
7-2, the count(PTRQ([x
c o u n t ( P T R Q ( [ x -- rl,x
r l , x + rl],t))
rl];t)) <
ues 1'1
count ( P T R Q ( [ x -- 1'2,
7-2,xX + 1'2],
r2]:t)). This monotonic behavcount(PTRQ([x
ior of count with respect to the radius l'r allows us to do a
1-. We search for
binary search to find the value of suitable 1'.
c o u n t ( P T R Q ( [ x -the value of l'1- such that the estimate of count(PTRQ([x
r, xX + 1'],
r],t))
t ) ) is equal to k. Notice that since these are esti1',
mates they may not be strictly monotonic and binary search
can be affected by such an inversion. If
If we find such inversion for some range in our procedure, we stop the process
1-.
and estimate the higher value of the range as 1'.

+

+

+

+
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6 Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented our statistics collection and selectivity estimation algorithms in Orion, a publicly available
extension to PostgreSQL that provides native support for
uncertain data [20]. To efficiently evaluate the queries disdiscussed in this paper, Orion uses an indexing scheme known
as probabilistic threshold index
ilzdex (PTI)
(FTI) introduced in [9].
This system not only allows us to validate the accuracy of
our methods in a realistic runtime environment, it also gives
additional insight into the overall effect our techniques have
on query optimization in an industrial-strength DBMS.

6.1
6.1

Implementation

PostgreSQL measures the cost of query plans in disk
page fetches (for simplicity, all CPU efforts are converted
into disk I/Os).
IfOs). The optimizer generally estimates the cost
of query plans by calculating the overall selectivity and multiplying it against the estimated cardinality. In the common case of multiple predicates, individual selectivies are
multiplied together, except for range queries where the dependence between the lower and upper bounds is simple to
evaluate.
Virtually every numeric data type in PostgreSQL shares
the same source code for cost estimation.
estimation. Using this code
base, we have built our implementation of the algorithms in
Figures 3,
3, 5, 4, and 6.
6. Using the elegant framework PostgreSQL provides for new data management techniques, our
implementation extends the functionality of Orion's UNCERTAIN data type by registering the optional callbacks
selectivity.
for collecting statistics and estimating selectivity.

6.2

Methodology

To ensure cOlTectness,
correctness, we ran each experiment on a variety of queries and datasets, and then averaged the results.
After populating the database with each test dataset, we
first used VACUUM ANALYZE to generate the statistics in
advance. The following
following experiments were conducted on a
1.6 GHz Pentium CPU with 512
5 12 MB RAM, running Linux
2.6.17, PostgreSQL 8.1.5, and Orion 0.1. Note that most of
the resulting plots show the relative error of the selectivity
estimates, i.e. the goal is to be as close to 0% as possible.

6.2.1

Synthetic Datasets
Synthetic

Each dataset consists of random "sensor
"sensor readings,"
readings." using
the schema Readings (rid,
(rid,value).
v a l u e ) . Without loss
of generality, the uncertain values (i.e. reported from the
1000,
sensors) are floating point numbers ranging from 0 to 1000,
and the pdf
pdf for each uncertain value is a uniform distribution. The interval sizes are distributed normally, with midpoints distributed uniformly. We refer to our three
thi-ee main

datasets as Data-5,Data-50,
Data-5, Da ta - 5 0, and Data-100;
Data-l 00; the
numthenumbers correspond to the average width of the uncertain value
intervals.
Table 2 summarizes the control variables for the subsequent experiments. In particular, we show that our algorithms perform well without regard to dataset cardinality,
and are I-easonably
reasonably robust to query selectivity and probabilistic threshold. In addition, we demonstrate the effect of
trade-off between construction time
increased precision as a trade-off
and space versus the resulting accuracy of the selectivity estimates.

1
1

Variable

I

Default Value

1

Cardinality
Selectivity
Threshold
Precision

1

250,000
250,000
2.5 %
50%
70bins
70

1

Table 2. Summary of control
variables.
control variables.

6.2.2 Example Query Plan
To illustrate the impact that correct estimates have on query
optimization, we present the following example output from
PostgreSQL. When no selectivity estimation function is
available for a given predicate, PostgreSQL simply returns
the default value of 1/3
113 for estimating unbounded range
queries, and 0.005 for general range queries. In practice
this estimate favors the use of unclustered indexes, such as
[9], to improve I/O performance:
PTI [9],
SELECT * FROM Readings
SELECT
Readings WHERE value
value << 750;
750;
------------------------------------------

Bitmap Heap
Heap Scan
Readings
Bitmap
Scan on
on Readings
(cost=742.33
.. 4075.67 rows=66667
rows=66667 width=36)
width=36)
(cost=742.33..4075.67
(actual=20379.348
.. 20824.652 rows=153037)
rows=153037)
(actual=20379.348..20824.652
Recheck
Cond: (value
(value << 750:
750::real)
Recheck Cond:
:real)
->
Bitmap
pti_value
Bitmap Index
Index Scan
Scan on
on pti-value
(cost=0.00
.. 742.33 rows=66667
rows=66667 width=O)
(cost=0.00..742.33
width=O)
(actual=20378.677..20378.677
(actual=20378.677
.. 20378.677 rows=153K)
rows=153K)
Index
:real)
Index Cond:
Cond: (value
(value << 750:
750::real)

With accurate estimates, the optimizer makes the correct
decision, namely not to use the available PTI index:
(same
before, but using
using our
(same query
query as
as before,
our
algorithms)
algorithms)
........................................

Seq
Seq Scan
Scan on
on Readings
Readings
(cost=0.00..5000.00
(cost=O.OO
.. 5000.00 rows=164333
rows=164333 width=35)
width=35)
(actual=83.841
.. 15545.401 rows=153037)
rows=153037)
(actual=83.841..15545.401
Filter:
(value << 750:
750: :real)
:real)
Filter: (value

As shown in this simple example, accurate selectivity
estimation saves the system thousands of disk fetches (i.e.

15545
15545 total cost instead of 20825). In general, incorrect estimates will result in much higher losses of efficiency.

6.3

Results

We now evaluate the accuracy and performance of our
cost estimation techniques for unbounded range queries using the 2D histogram structure introduced in Section 4.1
(see Figure 4), and general range queries using the 3D histogram discussed in Section 4.2 (see Figure 6).
6).
6.3.1 Accuracy at Varying Selectivities
The first experiment verifies the accuracy of our algorithms,
algorithms,
10 summarize
regardless of query selectivity. Figures 9 and 10
the results using all three synthetic datasets.
datasets. For clarity, we
have only plotted one of them. The x-axis shows the selectivity of the query which was varied from high (I
(1 %) to low
(100%).
(100%). The y-axis shows the accuracy of the estimation as
a percentage relative to the size of the exact result. Our algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline PostgreSQL
estimate. As expected, high selectivity has a slight effect on
estimate.
the accuracy of our methods.

6.3.2 Accuracy at Varying Cardinalities
The next experiment studies the overall scalability of our
algorithms,
algorithms, namely the impact of the size of the relation on
the accuracy of the estimations. Figures II
1 1 and 12
12 show the
results for three representative queries. The x-axis shows
the size of the table in number of tuples which was varied
from 50,000 to 800,000. The results show that our approach
is unaffected by the size of the dataset. This is in sharp
contrast to the baseline PostgreSQL estimator (not shown)
which is much more sensitive to the dataset size, particularly for smaller datasets.

6.3.3

Accuracy at Varying Thresholds

Figures 13
13 and 14
14 show the impact of query threshold on
the accuracy of the estimates. The x-axis shows the threshold probability and the y-axis shows the relative accuracy
with respect to the correct answer size.
size. Once again, we observe that our algorithm is much more robust than the baseline PostgreSQL estimator (not shown) that simply returns
a constant selectivity. Our implementation shows slightly
better accuracy for smaller thresholds, in part because larger
thresholds result in additional tuples becoming part of the
query answer,
answer: leading to overestimates. We can see that for
highly selective queries, our algorithm is significantly better that the baseline and thus it is more likely to lead the
optimizer into choosing a much more efficient plan.
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Accuracy at Varying Precisions

Next we show the relationship between the size of the histograms and the resulting accuracy. Figures 15
15 and 16
16 summarize the results for each dataset. The x-axis shows the
number of histogram buckets in each dimension, which was
perfonn
varied from 10
10 to 100. Clearly, both algorithms perform
better with a more detailed histogram. Our algorithm outperforms the baseline for smaller histograms. As expected,
we see that after a certain amount (i.e.
(i,e, 70, for these datasets
and queries), larger histograms do not provide significant
increase in accuracy.
6.3.5
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Runtime Performance Overhead

The final set of experiments study the runtime performance
perfonnance
of constructing the statistics and estimating the selectivity
of a query.
query. We have omitted figures for these findings because of limited space. As expected, the estimation times
are constant and almost negligible (on the order of 15
15 ms).
The histogram construction times scale linearly with respect
to data cardinality, and grow a little more than linear as
the requested number of buckets increases. For the bulk
of our experiments, histogram construction only amounted
to several hundred milliseconds. Although higher precisions become somewhat expensive, we emphasize this is the
less common task. The PostgreSQL documentation recom-

mends rebuilding statistics once per day during a low-usage
time.

7

Conclusions
COnclusionsand Future Work

In this paper, we developed algorithms for computing
selectivity estimates of probabilistic queries on uncertain
data. The estimation techniques can be applied both to tuple
uncertainty and attribute uncertainty models. These techniques were implemented in PostgreSQL and found to provide accurate estimates for uncertain data. The techniques
presented can be further improved by combining them with
standard cost estimation techniques such as equi-depth binning and sampling. We showed both theoretically and practically that our histogram construction algorithms are fast.
fast.
The experiments show that they give very accurate estimation especially for less selective queries. For more selective
queries, the accuracy is not as good but is still much better
than the baseline estimator. Our estimation techniques are
applicable not only in query optimization -- they can also
be used for other applications such as k-nearest neighbor
queries. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior
work that deals with selectivity estimation over uncertain
probabilistic data.
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